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lone ranger
solo long distance off-roading need not be
a concern if you’re properly prepared
by
Jenny Morgan

Above:
Within 15 minutes
you can have a
comfortable
home from home...
anywhere
Inset above:
Similar
specification
customer vehicle
has a host of
electronic
navigational aids
Inset:
Footloose
demonstrator is
both impeccably
prepared and has a
credible pedigree
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Just

as the
modern
Land
Rover has evolved into a
comfortable everyday
vehicle, Defender not
withstanding, so too the
propriety camping gear
of the modern overland
traveller has developed
far beyond the sootblackened billy-can and
canvas scout tent, to
draw a suitable analogy
with the Series One Land
Rover perhaps.
The ability to ‘get out
there and explore’ that
Land Rover ownership
offers, means that
extended overlanding
and camping have always
gone hand in hand –
there is nothing more
satisfying than reaching a beautiful yet seemingly
inaccessible spot, enjoying the view and thinking,
“Hey I’d like to wake up with this view tomorrow
morning too.” Whether embarking on a long
weekend away with friends in Wales, or an extended
trip to the Continent or even Africa – the ability to

set up a comfortable home from home,
ad hoc, should be given serious consideration – not only does it allow you to
extend your budget significantly, especially if rough camping, but you’ll find
Travel Lodges particularly thin on the
ground in the Atlas mountains. Fundamentally though, while a warm shower,
Sky TV and room service undoubtedly
have their appeal after a hard day’s offroading, getting a little further back to
nature offers a far greater sense of
being alive.
Your choice of vehicle depends to a
great extent on how many people will
be travelling with you. The five-door
Defender 110 is a perennial favourite
allowing seating for up to 4/5 while
retaining a large loadbay for personal
belongings, and a host of proven overlanding accessories to allow you to carry
camping equipment and additional
fuel/spare tyres on the roof. However,
should large on-road mileages also be
part of the equation, then the Discovery arguably
offers far more passenger comfort, at the expense of
some carrying capacity, but for two occupants, can
prove ideal.
This is certainly the ethos behind Footloose 4x4’s
demonstration vehicle, a 1996 model LHD 5-door Tdi
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modified
vehicles

Discovery that has been extensively prepared as a
long distance overlander, and not only sports the
latest in bolt-on and built-in touring equipment, but
has a proven pedigree, having completed a circum navigation of South America, suitably prepared in
the hands of a previous customer.
“It was such a good example, we offered to buy it
from him once he’d completed the event” explains
Footloose proprietor Paul Marsh. “We find the
Discovery increasingly popular for this kind of travel
– it is well proven in off-roading conditions, but has a
far greater level of everyday comfort for large
mileages involved. It may not be as robust as a
Defender, in that you can’t climb over the bonnet
perhaps, but practicalities such as having wipers and
a heater that work well, and general cabin refinement make this a very sensible choice, certainly if
there are only two occupants.”
Only two people? It is, of course, quite possible to
fit four adults, and a couple of dome tents and at
least a change of underwear into a Discovery, but for
the kind of adventure this vehicle is prepared for –
that is many weeks or even months of self-sufficiency
– then certain aspects need to be addressed.
Primarily it is not the off-roading ability that Footloose 4x4 are themselves concerned with, although
they will fit all manner of locking differentials, drive
shafts, winches and bashplates as their customer
requires; rather it is making the limited space
available more efficient, safe and
secure while living out of a
vehicle. Fundamentally you will require
the ability to carry
enough fuel and
water as safely and

hygienically as possible.
Then there is the question of suitable sleeping
accommodation,
together with cooking
and washing facilities all
falling easily to hand.
Footloose are official
distributors for the Eeziawn range of camping equipment, which includes
roof-racks, access ladders, roof-tents and awnings.
Certainly the most obvious addition to their
Discovery is a full length roof-deck, which is bolted
together rather than welded (which can fatigue and
prove hard to repair out in the field), it is adjustable
to fit the range of Land Rover vehicles, together with
a number of other manufacturer’s 4x4s.
The deck provides location for a second spare
wheel, additional fuel cans (2x20 litre) and a large
roof-top box approximately six foot square and eighteen inches high. Having simply removed the
weatherproof cover, it takes literally five seconds to
open and unfold to reveal a fully erected two-berth
tent. The base of the tent is constructed from a series
of aluminium extrusions and marine-ply and is fully
self-supporting, the built-in ladder extending to the
rear of the vehicle simply for access. Should you
require, the various vents and fly-screens around the
tent itself can be supported by additional struts, but
fundamentally as the mattress and your bedding is
stowed in the folded tent itself, you can literally be
tucked up within a minute of parking up. Nice.
Further accommodation is then provided to the left
hand side of the vehicle
by means of a

Above left:
Well equipped
kitchen area at rear
– everything you
need is here
Above right:
Demonstrator has
240v power inverter
Below:
Footloose supply
a complete and
extensive range of
camping equipment
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Top:
Roof rack keeps
bulky items out of
the limited space
Above left:
Interior stowage
system utilises a
series of boxes to
contain everyday
items
Above right:
L/H drive Discovery
dash remains stock
bar, the addition
of GPS and Brantz
trip computer.
Seats replaced with
Recaro recliners
offering more
support
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roll-out awning which can have additional sidecurtains attached to provide all-round weather
protection. Now I’ve always felt that awnings are all
a bit ‘caravan club’, and no use as soon as a breeze
picks up, but having assembled this alfresco
sitting/dining room in less than two minutes (all the
poles and attachments are contained within the
tubular casing on the side of the roof-rack), in the
right environment, the shade (or wet weather
protection) provided by this relatively inexpensive
addition greatly expands the versatility of the vehicle
as a home from home.
“We have found the Eezi-awn equipment to be
very well made and easy to use” explains Paul “It is
not the cheapest of its kind, but is very robust and
has been proven in use all over the world. For
example, the specially designed laminated foam
mattress is as comfortable as any other, while the
ability to stow all your bedding together in the tent
frees up valuable packing space inside the vehicle.”

a place for everything
The Discovery features a full length Safety Devices
Camel Trophy spec internal roll-cage, which has a full
height load bay guard behind where the rear seat
would usually fit. “From personal experience (Paul
broke his neck a while ago when a vehicle he was
travelling in rolled), I recommend fitting a cage as
part of the preparation. It is not essential, but

depending on your envisaged route, a wise precaution – you can have an accident on the road as well
as off-road.”
The boot area itself, now separated from the main
passenger compartment, has been racked out with a
series of shelves and a sliding draw, lockable, strong
box that provides a versatile stowage system with
everything easily to hand. Typically, the top shelf has
frequently used toiletries, a first aid kit and a
recovery gear bag (not extensive, but all the essentials). Below these are a pair of hold-alls one each to
hold the driver and passenger’s personal
belongs/clothes and so on. Lower still are a series of
boxes (typically the robust stacking Peli-cases, again
supplied by Footloose 4x4) that contain food stuffs –
tins and dried items, while the sliding draw contains
all the cooking utensils, cooker, and other heavier
items – and can be used for secure stowage of valu-
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ables, of course. The shape of
the Discovery boot also allows
a pair of additional small
locking boxes to be located
behind each wheelarch, again
providing secure stowage of
valuable items such as paperwork, money, and camera.
“It’s not just about stowing
equipment as safely as
possible, it has to be easily
accessible too” explains Paul
“You shouldn’t have to
unload half the vehicle just to
make a cup of tea.”
Ah, a cup of tea. The kitchen
area itself is a miracle of
miniaturisation. The rear door
trim panel is replaced with a
chequerplate skin on which a
pair of drop down shelves are
fitted, one for a two burner
gas cooker, the other as a
general preparation area and
location for the very clever folding canvas washingup bowl. “Again, a simple idea that saves space”, he
smiles. One item particularly popular with overlanders is the ‘Kelly Kettle’ which is an aluminium flask
with a small burner tray beneath – literally a handful
of twigs can have a litre or so of water boiling away
in no time at all. Another great gadget for al fresco
catering is the stainless steel Pyromid barbecue/oven
which folds flat to the size of an inch thick LP record,
and again uses a minimal amount of fuel, typically
just a handful of BBQ briquettes is enough to cook a
whole chicken.
The rear door window has a dark tint film applied,
together with a mesh frame inside to provide extra
security, while in this example the side windows
either side of the loadbay area have been replaced
with aluminium panels, although black-out tinting

would provide a similar
visual deterrent. “We feel
having a fully secure lockable area in the vehicle is
extremely important”
explains Paul. “If you are
travelling into unknown
areas and need to leave the
vehicle for any period of
time, anything of particular value can be locked in
the rear compartment out of sight, and we can fit
additional [anti-tamper] locks as required.”

more space
The rear passenger bench seat has been removed to
stow additional equipment, together with a
plumbed-in fresh water system.
A stainless steel water stowage tank is shaped to fit
the rear footwells, “and is filled from inside the
vehicle to prevent anyone tampering with or stealing
your water” reveals Paul. The cold water can then be
simply drained off with a tap, or pumped via a
Nature-Pure water filter/purifier with the tap located
inside on the nearside c-pillar, just two steps from
the kitchen.
This new load area behind the front seats is fitted

Top:
Relaxing at home –
Paul Marsh
demonstrates his
ad hoc living room,
lightweight folding
chair and stools for
guests
Above left:
Pyramid BBQ/
cooker folds flat for
stowage – uses
little fuel
Above right:
Additional access
ladder stowed on
side of roof rack –
allows easy access
to spare fuel and
‘roof terrace’
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Above left:
Side windows
replaced with
aluminium for
security – black tint
over glass has
similar effect
Above centre:
Revised intercooler
and updated
battery. Second
battery for
auxiliary systems
in rear passenger
compartment
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with an aluminium
channel system (similar to
the load bay of aircraft)
that utilises a series of keys that slot into the rails and
ratchet straps to secure heavy items. “Everything
should be properly secured, especially those items
within the passenger compartment”, warns Paul.
“And in addition we never endorse carrying spare
fuel within the vehicle itself.” Thankfully, the need
to carry fuel in jerricans is greatly reduced with the
Discovery, as Footloose can supply a 120 litre replacement fuel tank that fits in the
standard position, together
with an auxiliary wing tank as
required.
Located above the water
tank is a huge 12V stainlesssteel Minus 40 fridge/freezer
unit that offers 45 litres of
either deep frozen or chilled
food/beer stowage. There are
also a series of 12V electrical
sockets dotted around the
vehicle, together with a 12V to
240Volt inverter mounted under the passenger seat.
The vehicle has two batteries (with a linking/splitcharge/monitoring system), one to essentially provide
the vehicle starting/general systems, and a second,
deep-cycle battery to run the auxiliary power
requirements. “This way you should always have
enough power to start your vehicle” explains Paul.

built for the bush
Above right:
Racking provides
easy stowage and
access. Sliding draw
provides lockable
security for
valuables
Inset:
Miles from
anywhere, or just
around the corner
– camping has
never been easier
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Externally, preparation is essentially preventative
rather than to provide enhanced off-roading performance. An ARB combined brush-guard/bumper
assembly is fitted, and while such items have fallen
foul of over-zealous do-gooders in overtly PC Blighty,
make no mistake – this is a heavy duty item that is
designed to protect your vehicle should you be in
collision with an animal, or errant tree for that
matter. “Again, it is not strictly necessary” says Paul,
But a frontal impact could seriously upset your plans,
damage to the radiator can leave the vehicle stranded
for example, and suitable repairs may take time or be
hard to undertake successfully in certain regions.”
A Safari Snorkel is fitted as a matter of course, a

pair of 8 inch driving
lamps, a tow-bar
providing a secure
central rear recovery point, and the lashing rings are
highlighted in yellow to clearly mark suitable points
to ferry loaders. Wheels are steel ‘modular’ items,
fitted with 225/75R16 BF Goodrich AT (All Terrains).
“We’ve found this is a good all round tyre, while steel
wheels are preferred as they can be straightened
should you dent them” Paul explains. The Discovery is
fitted with OME (Old Man Emu) shocks and springs.
“They are very good, and
spares are widely available
in Africa, America and
Australia”, he adds. A twin
shock conversion to the
rear is advised should a lot
of heavy equipment be
carried, and he also recommends fitting poly-bushes
to the suspension system
“While they can give a
little harsher ride, they last
longer, and help to cut
down body-roll which is very important on a fully
loaded expedition vehicle.”
One other modification is a larger intercooler for
the turbo diesel engine, not so much as a general
performance enhancement per se, but that the
engine will be working harder with the additional
loads carried.
Otherwise, mechanical modifications are kept to a
minimum in order to maintain simplicity should
maintenance be required en route. “What is important is to have the vehicle fully serviced and fettled
prior to departure, and to be well-versed in basic
bush mechanics and general repair and recovery
procedures”, says Paul. Certainly their experience in
overland travel means Footloose 4x4 are as able to
prepare you for the adventure to the same high
standard as your vehicle.
■ Should you require further information about
their services or products, or wish to prepare a vehicle
to a similar specification, you can contact
Footloose 4x4 on: 01780 784781 or at
LRM
www.footloose4x4.com

